
These are all the mails exchanged by Non Serviam and BMR since we raised the problem :

2023-03-28 / From Non Serviam to BMR, Gallkrist, Trepanation Recordings.

Hello to all,
We are writing to you about a misunderstanding. We discovered (because
someone told us), that Bad Moon Rising released this record:
https://badmoonrising.bandcamp.com/album/filthy-land-massacre and this
one: https://badmoonrising.bandcamp.com/album/will-to-purification
It seems quite clear to us that from an anti-fascist point of view,
these records pose serious problems, the cover of the Nazis of Satanic
Warmaster, the affiliation to the "Circle of the 4444 Reich", etc.
You (BMR) also release records of clearly antifascist and anarchist
bands (not only us). So this question for Bad Moon rising: what the hell
is going on? 

2023-03-28 / From BMR to Non Serviam, Gallkrist, Trepanation Recordings.

Hi
I don't think Welkin and Filthyland is NS, both bands from Singapore and China, 
both talk about Chinese history, didn't support the the racial supremacy, fascist, or 
other far right wings idea.

If your guys worried about it, I can send your the original layout and materials from 
both bands,  even the physical products, inside no swastika, black sun or something 
neo nazi symbols. 

My past release have a lot RABM, and I familiar with who anti fascist, even in 
reality I'm close with the grindcore and crust scenes, bring some bands who anti 
fascist in Taiwan. 

So when I get any new submission I always check the lyrics and what they want to 
say first. If someone told about both bands are NS, I think something misunderstand 
and I'm sorry have to discuss about this. 

Masa

2023-03-29 / From Non Serviam to Masafumi (BMR), Gallkrist, Trepanation Recordings.

Either you are ignorant on the issue of fascism, nazism and the european
extreme right which seems to inspire these bands, or you are taking us
for fools.

We know that in countries under the domination and trauma of state
communist parties like China, primary anti-communism can be used
somewhat clumsily as a protest imagery, and it is easy to understand
this, even when it is very clumsy and with certain limits, given that
the word "communism" is no better there than under Stalin in the USSR.
But this is not the subject here. NSBM is.

https://badmoonrising.bandcamp.com/album/filthy-land-massacre
https://badmoonrising.bandcamp.com/album/will-to-purification


"Welkin" and its "Will To Purification" who covers the band Satanic
Warmaster, which is known to promote antisemitism and even nazism.
Really a shit-stick band.
And that other band presented as "New members of 4444 Reich" on the BMR
page (what a shame!). Do you know what "Reich" means? You know that this
4444 Reich thing is a play on words around the third reich: the nazi
regime? Who industrially exterminated millions of people and who allied
themselves with the Japanese nationalists, who themselves have an
unbelievable amount of blood on their hands.  In this "4444 Reich" you
can find only filthy, minimally right-wing, xenophobic, racist and
sometimes openly NSBM bands.

But as the logo of these 4444 sons of bitches is a swastika, we will
stop arguing about it because it doesn't seem necessary. And we don't
want to dirty our eyes with the layout of a record of NSBM sympathizers,
it will not prove any point. We discussed with Moon and what i already
mentionned in this mail is more than enough for us to take a decision.
So no, we did not misread, we are not going too fast. It is you who has
a problem here, and we with you.

BMR's bandcamp banner contains a circled A, that is the symbol of
anarchism. Anarchists throughout history, whether here in France,
Germany, Spain, Italy, etc. but also in Asia, in Japan, in China have
fought against reactionary and nationalistic forces with
internationalist perspectives that we also carry. It is disgraceful to
let all this cohabit together on your label and we do not wish to
participate in this confusionist masquerade.  I myself am an anarchist
and I have fought all my life against these shitty ideologies that have
done so much harm to the whole of humanity, I take these matters very
seriously, so for me all this is absolutely unacceptable.

We are no longer able to guarantee that your label is antifascist, and
this is for us a clear reason to break up.

As such, we would like you to remove Vol.1 of the split with Gallkrist
from your bandcamp page, and not to add Vol.2. Also we don't want you to
release the cassette version of the split as we had planned before we
became aware of these elements. All of this is disappointing. 

Dan and Vivian, I'm sorry if you find our methods brutal. We would like
to have your opinion on all this, because it is, I think, not only up to
Non Serviam, but also to Gallkrist and Treprec to take a decision.

Void, for Non Serviam. 

2023-03-29 / From BMR to Non Serviam, Gallkrist, Trepanation Recordings.

OK 
If you think so, I can do nothing about it



I will follow your decision to cancel this release and remove Non Serviam part from 
BMR bandcamp. 

Hope new split will selling well.

Btw Dan and Vivian if your have any new idea want to work together in the future, 
please hit me all the ime, always welcome. 

Masa

2023-03-29 / From Non Serviam to Masafumi (BMR), Gallkrist, Trepanation Recordings.

We need you to take the whole split off please:
https://badmoonrising.bandcamp.com/album/non-serviam-gallkrist-split-ep
We did the artwork, our name is on the cover. 

2023-03-29 / From BMR to Non Serviam, Gallkrist, Trepanation Recordings.

I will remove Non Serviam name on the cover and info, but whole work? No, thanks

https://badmoonrising.bandcamp.com/album/non-serviam-gallkrist-split-ep

